
Side Projects

NYTimes Paywall Vulnerability
https://github.com/vivekseth/NYTimes-Sneak
Found authorization vulnerability in NYT Paywall. Prompted 
NYT to interview, and offer me a paid internship.

QuickStream
Reduces buffering time of streaming videos by using many 
CDN mirrors to download different parts of a video in parallel. 

Patreon Creator Recommender 
Scraped and cleaned 300k Patreon Creator pages and 
extracted normalized text features. Used TF-IDF to generate 
recommendations of similar creators. 

Weather Description Predictor
Used Kaggle Dataset with hourly data from 36 cities to 
predict the description of weather using atmospheric and 
temporal features. Model significantly outperforms baseline. 

Voted Best Project: Khan Academy Hackathon
Worked in team of three to bring KA’s CS platform to iPad 
using Blockly (block-based programming language).

Leadership
President, Rutgers Mobile App Development (2014-2016)
http://rumad.us, http://bit.ly/1pzMS4o (Targum Article)
Organized semi-annual RUTechMeetup event of 100 
attendees discussing tech, entrepreneurship and design.

Co-President, Rutgers DIYA (2013-2014)
http://rutgersdiya.blogspot.com/
Organized events to promote South-Asian culture. Largest 
event had 500 attendees. Fundraised ~$2K to support 
education for under-privileged South-Asian children.

Skills & Education

Rutgers University, BS Computer Science (GPA: 3.88)
Summa Cum Laude, Scarlet Scholarship, & Dean’s Scholarship
Academic Excellence Award, Dean’s List all Semesters

Coursework
Algorithms, Data Structures, Distributed Systems, Internet 
Technology, Operating Systems, Computer Architecture

Skills
iOS Development, Data Science (CoreML, sklearn, 
pandas, matplotlib), Graphics (Metal, OpenGL), 
Databases (SQLite, MySQL), Git, LLDB

Machine Learning Bootcamp (Apple AI University)

Intro to Data Science (Stanford University)

Experience
Apple, Software Engineer (August 2016 to Now)

Open-source "HTTPS Upgrade" feature in WebKit. 
Upgrades 3M domains to HTTPS with low latency and 
memory usage. Built prototype database that uses 55% 
the disk-space of sqlite & has higher perf on HDDs.

Co-created framework to support drawing and stroke-
recognition in apps. Used framework to prototype 
productivity enhancing features in apps like Calendar 
and Reminders. Framework used to build two upcoming 
cross-functional features. 

Built extensible and flexible ink picker used in Notes, 
Screenshots, and Markup. Provides a robust experience 
for Double-Tap and upcoming Apple Pencil features. 
First demoed at WWDC 2017.

Built handwriting recognition feedback tool for internal 
and public-beta users. Allows users to send Apple 
drawings and internal recognition data when they find 
bugs. Improved efficiency of bug triage and QA.

Created prototype Xcode for iPad app for internal 
hackathon. Builds ObjC apps entirely on-device and 
includes source editor with syntax highlighting. Selected 
to demo to senior director and Xcode team. 

Apple, Software Engineering Intern (Summer 2015)

Significantly improved PDF saving performance on 
iOS and macOS (O(1) algorithm instead of O(N).

Implemented system for syncing reading position of 
PDF documents between iOS and macOS devices using 
the XATTR feature of the filesystem.

Unified three different PDF viewing experiences that 
currently exist in iOS under common framework.

Khan Academy, Software Engineering Intern (Summer 2014)

Implemented entry point for Khan Academy iPad app to 
improve user conversion.

Created system for opening in-app content using URL 
scheme which significantly improved QA efficiency.

Rutgers 250th Anniversary, Lead Developer (2014-2015)
https://250.rutgers.edu/250app

Hired as team lead of four to build official Android and 
iOS apps for Rutgers 250th anniversary.

Designed “Today at Rutgers” newsfeed of events and 
media to connect students and alumni to campus.

Architected interactive walking tours of campus to 
highlight history with accompanying quizzes.
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